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The
sive

on

harmonies triggered by nasal

results of a survey of nasal

consonants argue

for

independent conditioning factors for progres-

and regressive nasal harmony.

a consonantal trigger

Specifically, the only condition

of progressive nasal harmony

leased into a vowel, while triggers of regressive

is

that

it

be

re-

harmony should mark

the right edge of a boundary. Schourup's 1973 survey of local nasal
to

vowel assimilation suggests

that similar conditioning factors

gov-

ern local perseverative and anticipatory nasal assimilation. Several

motivations for the conditioning factors are considered, and tentative

phonetic reasons are outlined.
1.

Introduction

This paper explores the relation between the context of a nasal consonant, and
the direction of the nasal harmony it triggers. Specifically this paper considers

whether the consonantal triggers of progressive and regressive nasal harmony
favor different contexts, and if they do, whether the same correlations can be observed

in local nasal to

vowel assimilation.

Previous generalizations about the directionality of nasal assimilation do
suggest
a connection between local assimilation and long distance harmony.
not
In her survey of the feature nasal, Cohn (1993:159) makes the following observation:
...it is

less

common

for

long distance spreading to occur with antici-

patory thanprogressive nasalization. Only four cases out of the 61
cases of anticipatory nasalization invole spreading in a domain larger
than a segment; whereas 11 of the 30 cases of progressive nasalization involve such spreading.

Not only do the numbers

that

Cohn

gives suggest that there are more pro-

I

gressive harmonies than regressive harmonies

total,

but they also indicate that

the percentage of progressive assimilations that are long distance
pecially as the total

number of anticipatory

assimilations

sive assimilations. Therefore, long distance

is

is

higher, es-

twice that of progres-

harmony appears

to favor the pro-

gressive direction.

For local assimilation, Conn's numbers suggest that anticipatory nasal to

vowel assimilation

is

more common than progressive

nasal to

vowel assimilation.

This coincides with Ferguson's (1975:181) statement: 'Nasality

may

spread either
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regressively or progressively from a nasal consonant to a neighboring vowel, but

regressive spread

is

more common.'

A preliminary conclusion might be that local nasal to vowel assimilation
and long distance nasal harmony have nothing in common with respect to their
likely directionality: without considering any other factor, local nasal to vowel
assimilation is more likely to be anticipatory while nasal harmony triggered by a
consonant is more likely to be progressive. However, there are other factors to/
consider, namely the context of the triggering nasal. When this factor is consid-^
common

ered,

generalizations about directionality in local nasal to vowel assimi-

and nasal harmony emerge.

lation

The

first

generalization

and long distance nasal assimiis more likely to

that in both local

is

lation processes, a nasal consonant that

is

released into a vowel

trigger progressive assimilation than regressive assimilation,

and that

this

is

equally true regardless of the position within the word this prevocalic nasal occupies. For example, being in

word

initial

position does not appear to increase the

likelihood of triggering progressive harmony.

One

which might be expected to trigger
harmony, usually trigger progressive harmony.

The second

generalization

is

that for both local

similation, the likelihood that a nasal

tion

is

increased

when

result

that triggering

consonant
consonant

of

this

is

that intervo-

either progressive or regressive

calic triggers

and long distance nasal as-

will trigger
is at

regressive assimila-

the right edge of

some kind

of boundary (e.g., at the end of a syllable, a morpheme, or a word). For example, a
nasal in coda position is more likely to trigger regressive assimilation by virtue of

marking the

The

right

first

edge of a

syllable.

goal of this paper

is

to establish the generalizations stated

by comparing a survey of nasal harmonies

to a survey

similations. Section 2 describes the results of a survey of nasal

consonantal triggers which

I

above

of local nasal to vowel as-

harmonies with

conducted, while section 3 reviews Schourup's

1973 survey of local nasal to vowel assimilation. Both surveys confirm the de-

harmony and anticipatory navowel assimilation, there is an implicational hierarchy of contextual restrictions on triggers: intervocalic triggers in a regressive assimilation imply the presence of syllable final and word final triggers, but syllable and word final triggers
do not imply the presence of intervocalic triggers in regressive nasal assimilation.
This suggests that the act of marking the right edge of a syllable or word boundary somehow promotes regressive nasal assimilation from a consonantal trigger./^
No similar hierarchy is observed for the contextual restrictions on triggers of^
progressive nasal harmony and perseverative nasal assimilation. This suggests
that the condition of being released into a vowel is the only factor which induces
scribed generalizations. For both regressive nasal
sal to

a nasal consonant to trigger progressive assimilation.

The second
two

goal of this paper

is

to consider possible explanations for the

generalizations. Section 4 considers

tional accounts.

and

rejects phonological-representa-

The autosegmental treatment of

feature

harmony (exemplified

in

Piggott 1992) does not predict a correlation between the context of a trigger and

Molly Homer: Conditioning factors for nasal harmony
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Although the Optimal Domains Theory treatment of
harmony (described in Cole & Kisseberth 1994, 1995 a and b) allows ex-

the direction of harmony.
feature

pression of the correlation,

also allows the expression of correlations

it

which

don't exist so the observed correlation must be stipulated. Section 5 explores the
possibility that the correlation logically follows from the nature of nasal harmony
itself, but no simple logical explanation is found. Finally Section 6 looks to the
phonetic aspects of nasalization for an explanation. Tentative articulator/ and

'acoustic motivations are outlined for the generalizations established in this paper.
2.

Survey of Nasal Harmonies

The appendix contains data from nine languages which display

mony
table

( 1 ).

For each nasal harmony

in the

survey, the table indicates whether

gers are found in a particular context, those contexts being

other consonant, intervocalic,
(1)

nasal har-

triggered by a consonant. For convenience, the results are summarized in

Summary of Survey

word

Results:

initial,

and

word

final,

trig-

before an-

after another consonant.'
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prevocalic consonants regardless of their position in a word. This would ex-

no implicational hierarchy among the contextual restrictions on
harmony. Every prevocalic nasal consonant carries the
progressive harmony promoting characteristic to an equivalent degree, so no
prevocalic nasal consonant is more likely to trigger progressive harmony than

plain

why

there

is

triggers of progressive

any other prevocalic nasal consonant.

Some independent characteristic of nasal consonants which mark the rightf
edge of a boundary make them good triggers for regressive harmony. I propose"
that if other nasal consonants trigger regressive harmony, they do so only to
achieve phonological symmetry as discussed by Hayes 1996. This proposal predicts the implicational restrictions on triggers of regressive harmony, and the
overall rarity of intervocalic regressive
3.

Survey of Local Assimilation

if

we

Similar generalizations can be

harmony

made about

triggers.

local nasal to

vowel assimilation

consider the results of Schourup's 1973 survey. The inventory Schourup

gives of the contexts for vowels undergoing local nasal assimilation

is

shown

in

(2).

(2)

environments for regressive nasalization:
N# just word final (3 languages)

N$ just

syllable final (1 language)

NC(spec) before a specific class of consonants (3 languages.)
N#,
NC(spec) word final or before a specific class of consonants

(

2

languages)

NC

N#,

N

before

word

all

final or

before

all

consonants (5 languages.)

nasals (4 languages)

BUT NEVER

NV

just before prevocalic nasals

environments for progressive nasalization:

N

after all nasals (1

1

languages)

N(spec)

after a specific nasal (2 languages)

N(spec)

# after a specific nasal word finally (3 languages)

An

examination of the contexts for regressive assimilation shows implica-

tional restrictions

on the trigger which are

similar to those

long distance harmony. Namely, a regressive assimilation
triggers but only if

it

also has

word

sive assimilations that have only

final

word

and syllable
final

found

in triggers

may have

for

intervocalic >-

final triggers. In fact regres-

or syllable final triggers are

much

more common. For progressive assimilation on the other hand, there is no preference for word initial triggers. The only cases where a prevocalic trigger of progressive harmony is in any way restricted is when the trigger must have a certain
place, or where the target vowel must be word final, but not where the trigger
must be

in a certain position.

Articulatory data from

Krakow 1993

support the generalizations

made about

anticipatory nasal to vowel assimilation. In a study comparing the relative timing

^
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movements and velum movements during the production of intervocalic
Krakow 1993 found that when the consonant is a coda

nasal bilabial consonants,
(e.g.,

the [m] in

'home

in 'hoe me'), the velic

lowering begins as the

E'), velic

bilabial closure. In contrast,

when

the nasal consonant

lowering begins as the

in

completes

lip

that at least in English, anticipatory nasalization

an onset

if

the [m]

(like

This confirms

its rise.

greater

is

to rise for the

lip starts

is

the trigger conso-

nant marks the end of a syllable boundary.

To summarize, both

the survey of long distance nasal

harmony and Schou-

rup's 1973 survey of local nasal to vowel assimilation find similar conditioning
factors

on consonantal

triggers.

On

the one hand,

all

prevocalic nasal conso-

nants are equally likely to trigger progressive assimilation, indicating that the

only conditioning factor for a trigger of progressive assimilation
leased into a vowel.

On

is

that

it

be

the other hand, triggers of regressive assimilation

refall

into an implicational hierarchy: nasal consonants which mark the right edge of
boundary, trigger regressive assimilation before other nasal consonants. This
indicates that the conditioning factor for triggers of regressive assimilation is
that they
to

why

mark

the right edge of a boundary. At this point the question arises as

these two factors should condition progressive and regressive nasal as-

similation respectively.

The next

three sections explore possible answers to this

question.
4.

Phonological-Representational Accounts
Current phonological-representational treatments of feature harmony can't

account for the generalizations

in a satisfactory

of feature harmony as spread of association
specification on the trigger has no account

way. The autosegmental analysis
from an underlying feature

lines

for the

nasals to trigger progressive harmony. There

is

tendency for intervocalic

nothing

in the

representation

which would predict that it should be more preferable to spread in one direction
over the other. The diagram in (3) shows progressive nasal harmony in Warao as
resulting from the spread of association lines from a [+nasal] specification on an
intervocalic nasal consonant to the right, but given the representation in

association lines could just as easily have spread to the

left.

The

(3),

fact that

the

they

don't must be stipulated.
(3)

Autosegmental account of nasal spread

in

Warao

as seen in Piggott

1992.

[+nasal]

T
I.

f

in

In contrast, the

M Vt
a

w

a

R

1
a

Optimal Domains Theory of feature harmony can

express the correlation. Optimal Domains Theory (as described in Cole
berth 1994, 1995a, b) treats feature

harmony

as occuring

when

feature

at least

&

Kisse-

domains
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have wide scope, which in turn results when alignment constraints require the
edges of feature domains to be aligned with the edges of prosodic or morphological domains. So for example, progressive nasal harmony would result if
alignment constraints requiring the right edge of a nasal domain to be aligned to
the right edge of a word outranked the constraints requiring it to be aligned to
the right edge of the triggering segment. Therefore Optimal Domains Theory
could express the correlation between trigger context and the direction of har-

mony by

positing constraints requiring the edge of the trigger aligned to the fea-

domain to also be aligned with a syllable boundary. This is shown in (4)
where the tendency for intervocalic nasal consonants to trigger progressive harmony is expressed by a constraint requiring that the left edge of a Nasal Domain

<

ture

be aligned to the

left

(4) Constraint:
(i)

edge of a syllable boundary.
Align (Nasal Domain,

[(na)(wa)(fia)]

:

'[

]'

mark

left,

syllable, left)

the Nasal

Doman,

)'
'(

mark

syllables.

harmony shows no preference for word
harmony does would have to be stipulated. Furthermore, any similar patterning in local nasal assimilation would be accidental
because Optimal Domains Theory doesn't address local assimilation. Finally, it
However, the

initial

fact that progressive

triggers while regressive

might not be appropriate to approach these generalizations with any Optimality
Theoretic account as the generalizations describe cross-linguistics tendencies.

& Smolensky 1993) handles crosslinguistic variation
by changing constraint rankings, so to handle a crosslinguistic tendency, one
must make statements about preferred rankings. This could be done, but the
question as to why the ranking is preferred would still be left unanswered.
Optimality Theory (Prince

5.

Possible Logical Explanation
It

might be the case

trigger progressive

that the

tendency

harmony follows

for intervocalic nasal

logically

consonants to

from the very nature of nasal har-

mony. Homer 1998 argues that nasal harmony is non-neutralizing. It follows that
nasal harmony from a consonantal trigger should spread in the direction of a
compatible segment which, if it were to undergo nasalization, would not have to
change so much as to neutralize a contrast. This predicts that the most likely target would be a vowel because vowels can nasalize easily with a minimal impact
on their contrastive properties. Given the assumption that harmony should
spread towards a vowel, it follows logically that a trigger preceded by a consonant will spread progressively, a trigger followed by a consonant would spread
regressively, but an intervocalic trigger could still spread either way. These conelusions are summarized in (5).
5

(5) Logical conclusions

assuming

that nasal

harmony spreads towards vowel:

CN triggers will spread rightward.
NC triggers will spread leftward.
- VNV triggers can spread either way.
-

The prevalence of intervocalic
explained by this

argument

that in

nasals triggering progressive

harmony

is

not

propose the functional
order to be detected, harmony should spread into the word.

line

of reasoning. Another option

is

to

f

^
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triggers should
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spread progressively, and that

should spread regressively, but predicts nothing about word

medial triggers. These conclusions are summarized in

(6).

(6) Logical conclusions assuming that nasal harmony spreads into the word:

-

#N
N#

-

#

-

...

triggers will spread rightward.
triggers will spread leftward.

# triggers can spread either way.

N...

I

One might argue that word medial triggers just pattern after the more default
word initial or word final triggers to achieve phonological symmetry, but in this
case one should expect
triggers.
6.

None

are found

some harmonies
among the nine

that

have only word

initial

consonantal

nasal harmonies surveyed in this paper.

Phonetic Reasons

final

There are possible articulatory reasons for the connection between syllable
triggers and anticipatory nasalization. According to Bell-Berti 1993, it's

likely that raising the

the

velum

results

velum involves

active muscular contraction, while lowering

from passive muscular relaxation, so one might expect the nasal

to oral transition to be quicker than the oral to nasal transition.
in general, anticipatory nasalization is

more common. Krakow

4

This predicts that

1989, cited in Bell-

Berti (1993:80) finds that coda nasals achieve a lower velic position than onsets.

This might predict that codas in general

make

better triggers for nasalization than

two pieces together, one might reach the conclusion that
triggers for nasal assimilation, and that they're more likely to as-

onsets. Putting these

codas are better

similate regressively.

The

articulatory evidence presented thus

progressive nasal assimilation.

However

there

far

makes no prediction about

may be

perceptual reasons

for

prevocalic nasals to trigger progressive assimilation. In a perceptual test involving synthesized vowels, Stevens 1985 found that the nasal consonant in a nasal-

vowel sequence where

nasality

readily identified as nasal than

vowel. Hence

it

appears that extending nasalization into the following vowel aids

in the identification
7.

was extended 100 msec into the vowel was more
when nasality was only extended 50 msec into the

of the consonant as nasal, as opposed to an obstruent.

Conclusion
In conclusion, there appear to

be independent factors which condition pro-

gressive assimilation and regressive assimilation from a nasal consonant.

Being

released into a vowel conditions progressive assimilation from a nasal conso-

marking the right edge of a boundary conditions regressive assimilafrom a nasal consonant. These conditioning factors are active in both local

nant, while
tion

and long distance assimilation, and result in different contextual restrictions for
the triggers of progressive and regressive nasal assimilation. These conditioning
factors are not accounted for by phonological-representational treatments of feature harmony, nor do they logically follow from any inherent properties of nasal
harmony. There are articulatory reasons to expect regressive assimilation in general to be more prevalent, and for coda nasals to be better triggers. There are per-
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ceptual reasons for nasal consonants released into a vowel to trigger progressive
assimilation.

conditioned

However,

when

is still

it

why

not clear

a nasal consonant

marks the

harmony should be
edge of a boundary: the arcodas make better triggers for

regressive

right

ticulatory evidence presented here suggests that

both regressive and progressive assimilation.

One

other question that remains

why

is

the progressive direction

pre-

is

harmony, while the regressive direction is preferred for
local assimilation. To answer this question requires a more complete under- <
standing of the different natures of local and long distance assimilation than is
currently within our grasp. However if we assume that long distance harmony is
ferred for long distance

a higher level, or more 'phonologized'

phenomenon than

local assimilation,

then

the beginning of an answer can be found in the results of experiments described

Kawasaki 1986 finds that nasal vowels are more easily perin a context where they would not typically receive contextual nasalization. If anticipatory local nasalization is more common, perhaps vowels following nasals are more easily identified as being nasal so phonologization
into harmony from local progressive assimilation is more likely. This assumes
that a crucial step in the development of a long distance nasal harmony from local nasal assimilation is that the speaker-hearer actually recognizes the vowel as
in

Kawasaki

1986.

ceived as nasal

when

being nasal.

NOTES
*

An

earlier

version of this paper was presented

Workshop on Phonology
Thanks

held

in

Ann

at the fourth

Mid-Continental

Arbor, Michigan, October 16-18, 1998.

to Jennifer Cole, Khalil Iskarous, Daniel Silverman, Jose

Hualde, Patrice

Beddor, and Stuart Davis for comments and discussion.
1

I've included included Capanahua and Ijo as languages with word
consonantal triggers, an examination of the data shows that none of the

Although

final

forms in either language actually surface with a nasal consonant at the end of the
word. Descriptions of both languages propose underlying word final consonants
that trigger anticipatory nasalization, and then delete. While stated in synchronic
terms, these descriptions are probably accurate reflections of historical develop-

ments in both languages, so even though the word final consonantal triggers
have since disappeared, they were the original source of harmony emanating
from the end of the word.
2

The absence of triggers preceded by

likely is not significant.

there just aren't any
3

Homer

CN

It

a consonant

might be the case

that the

(i.e., in the CN context) most€
CN sequence itself is rare, so

nasals around that can trigger harmony.

1998 discusses an apparent exception to this statement: in Applecross

Gaelic, nasalization reduces the

number of height contrasts among vowels, so

mid-high vowels block nasal harmony

However, when compared
vowels under nasalization.

in

to consonants,

order to preserve height contrasts.
it

is

easier to preserve contrasts

on

Molly Homer: Conditioning factors for nasal harmony
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4

Using auditory reasons, Bladon 1986 reaches the same conclusion. Bladon argues that the vowel to nasal consonant transition is less salient than the nasal
consonant to vowel transition because the first type of transition involves
'spectral offset'.

As

a result, the vowel to nasal consonant

is

more susceptible
is more likely.

to

'auditory temporal smear' and therefore anticipatory assimilation
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APPENDIX
A. Data from Capanahua (Loos 1969, Piggott 1992, van der Hulst
Safir

1982, Walker 1994):

From word
/waran/

final nasal that deletes:

& Smith

1982,

38
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ema?

'scientific'

gurimdam'type of poetry'
ba:nge

'to

'knowledge'

laksemane' admiral"

'all'

to:mbarj

'to fall'

be proud'

H. Data from Sundanese (Anderson 1972, Piggott 1992, Conn 1990):

>

I

elmu
semue

"mother'

ilmlyah

jilar 'seek'

Jiaur 'say'

nalan 'wet'

jiaho 'know'

jiaTatkin 'dry'

nuhurkin 'dry'

nuS'us 'dry'

rjatur

'arrange'

riiSIs

rjudag 'pursue'

rjisar

'displace'

rjuliat 'stretch'

rjiwat 'elope'

rjajak 'sift'

qaluhuran

rjobah 'change'

mTTasih 'love'

maro

mahal 'expensive' marios 'examine
binhar

'to

dumlhls
I.

be

'to

rich'

'to

be

in a

gumade

'to

be big'

pinarjgih "to find"

Data from Warao (Osborn 1966, Piggott 1992):

na5

'come*

moau

moyo

'cormorant'

mehokohi 'shadow'

inawaha

'summer'

horilwaku

no codas allowed (Osborn 1966)

high position'

halve'

rrilhak 'take sides'

kumaha 'how?'

approach'

'relax in a cool place'

'to

'give

it

'turtle'

to

39

him"

(

(

